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Abstract
With about 100 million people using it recently,
SVCD(Smart Voice Controlled Device) are becoming demotic. Whether at home or in an office, usually, multiple appliances are under the control of
a single SVCD and several people may manipulate
an SVCD simultaneously. However, present SVCD
fails to handle them appropriately. In this paper, we
propose a novel framework for SVCD to eliminate
orders’ ambiguity for single user or multi-user. We
also design an algorithm combining Word2Vec and
emotion detection for the device to wipe off ambiguity. Finally, we apply our framework into a
virtual smart home scene and the performance of
it indicates that our strategy resolves the problems
commendably.
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Introduction

Smart Voice Controlled Device(SVCD) is prevalent around
the world. Among U.S. adults, 53 million people now own
at least one SVCD. The total number of devices in homes
increases by 78 percent per year. Despite its growing popularity, the capability of SVCD remains to be enhancing.
Some existing researches aspire to explore problems and put
forward design guidelines for the devices[Luger and Sellen,
2016][Porcheron et al., 2018][Myers et al., 2018]. Others struggled to find new interaction techniques[Corbett and
Weber, 2016][Lyons et al., 2016][Zhong et al., 2014] and
algorithms[Rong et al., 2017] to enhance the SVCD system’s efficiency. However, very few studies propose a specific
method to improve user experiences. In this paper, we focus on the two most outstanding problems within the SVCD.
The first problem is about the ambiguity elimination in multidevice situation. It is commonplace that the user manipulates
SVCD with a sentence that is semantically-ambiguous, which
often cause a dilemma for SVCD. The second problem is that
when multiple users manipulate the SVCD synchronously,
the current devices usually fail to make an eclectic decision
that meets everybody’s demand.
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To address the issues, we propose a novel framework for
SVCDs and design a precise algorithm for them. Further, we
implement this new framework in a real smart home scene,
which receives a satisfying result. In our framework, the
SVCD first uncouples the acoustic commands from different
people. Then it eliminates the ambiguity in each user’s instruction with the algorithm. Following that, the SVCD shall
decide the priority based on the acoustic information and the
level of ambiguity of their commands. If the device can decide the priority, it will execute an instruction or start a multiround dialogue with the top priority person. Otherwise, the
device guides the users to make a compromise. As for the
algorithm, an SVCD possesses a depository storing abundant
default instructions. The device calculates the semantic distance between the users’ commands and the default instructions. Based on the distance and the user’s emotion and habit,
the SVCD surmises the user’s intent. If ambiguity still exists, the device shall embark on a multi-round dialogue with
the user. We implement our SVCD in a virtual smart home
and invite several testers to compare our SVCD with a current SVCD XiaoMi smart speaker. Our device receives an
average score of 7.14 out of 10 while the other device get an
average of 5 out of 10, which indicates that our framework
and algorithm is effective.
Our contribution can be summarized as follow :
• We discover that recent SVCDs are incapable of handling ambiguous command in multi-device scene and
dealing with commands made by several users simultaneously. Thus, we propose a novel framework to resolve
the problems and achieve a satisfying result.
• We design an algorithm to eliminate ambiguity in the
user’s instruction. Mapping the user instruction to default instructions, the SVCD can eliminate some ambiguity. Assisting by user’s habit and emotion, the device
wipes off more ambiguity. If ambiguity still exists, the
SVCD will embark on a multi-round dialogue with the
user to make a decision.

2
2.1

Framework and Implementation
Basic Framework

Figure 1 shows the framework and basic algorithm we proposed. The framework can be dissected into three parts: default setting, ambiguity elimination, and priority-deciding.
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Figure 1: Framework

The prerequisite for users to manipulate SVCD is to do default setting, such as setting the location of the device. The
SVCD generates the default instruction set based on the setting. For each user’s command, the SVCD applies the algorithm to wipe off ambiguity. Then, based on the acoustic
feature of the commands, the device decides the priority. If
the attempt failed, the SVCD will detect if semantic conflicts
exist within the commands. If yes, the device shall guide the
users to reach a consensus. Rather, it shall execute all of them.
If the ambiguity exists concurrently, the SVCD will manage
to find the intersecting instructions of all the commands and
execute them or do further ambiguity elimination.

2.2

Algorithm

2.4

The ambiguity-elimination algorithm shall be divided into
three part: instruction set matching, emotion and habit assistance, and multi-round dialogue. First, to match the user’s
command with default instructions, applying a Word2Vec
network[Zhang et al., 2015], the SVCD converts the user’s
and default instructions into semantic vectors. Then, it sorted
the default commands by their Euclidean distances to the
user’s command. If one instruction’s distance substantially
smaller than others’, the device shall surmise it meets user’s
demand and executes it on hardware. Conversely, if there are
only several matched instructions whose distance values are
close or no matched instruction exists, it shall detect the user’s
emotion acoustically by a multi-path neural network[Zhou et
al., 2018]. Compressed and mapped, the emotion vector help
to pad significant verbal components missed in user’s command. Also, with the habit information collected from the
user in daily use, the SVCD can conjure the best possible instruction. However, those attempts should fail sometimes. In
this case, the device shall embark on a multi-round dialogue
with the user to obtain more information.

2.3

Figure 2: Implementation Interface

Implementation

We implement our framework in a smart home scene. The
demonstration, in which we constructed an SVCD with our
framework, is a 2.5D virtual smart home space. The space
represents the real smart home scene, contains an SVCD and
multiple lights that can be manipulated by the user through
the virtual smart speaker. Once it receives commands from
the microphone, the SVCD will respond immediately. If it
succeeds to surmise the user’s intent, a light shall be ignited.
Conversely, if more information is required, it shall initiate a
dialogue with the user automatically.
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Experiment

Having implemented our framework in a virtual smart home,
we test our SVCD and the result proves that our device constructed with our framework can better meet the demand of
the users. We randomly select 10 people(5 males, 5 females)
to participate in our experiment. After using a current product XiaoMi smart speaker, they manipulate the light through
our SVCD and rate the two SVCDs. Our SVCD receives an
average score of 7.14 out of 10 while XiaoMi only receives
an average score of 5 out of 10. This result indicates that
our framework and algorithm can create more user-friendly
SVCDs.

3

Conclusion

In this paper, we discover that present SVCD are incapable
of dealing with ambiguous instruction in multi-device scene
and commands made by several people simultaneously. To
solve the problem, we propose a novel framework and algorithm for SVCDs and implement them in a virtual smart
home scene. We invite tester to compare our SVCD with another device. The result demonstrates the effectiveness of our
framework and algorithm. Video of our system and related
simulations can be found at https://drive.google.com/file/d/
1zNKuOnHGZJ f70HFEj14HWTpokeBQ36d.
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